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Good morning! It is a honor and a pleasure to give this keynote address at the LACUNY Institute. It is daunting to tackle a question as large as this one, but looking at the full day of speakers and presentations, I think we can all go along way today in dialog towards an understanding of what the future may hold. Today I want to talk to you from my perspective of a librarian who has been in the profession for almost 20 years, starting first as an art librarian, moving into an undergraduate support role, to Director of the Humanities & History Libraries, to now serving in an interim role as Associate University Librarian for Collections & Services at Columbia. 
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Hello 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
I want to frame today’s discussion about the future of the academic library not based on what we do – instruction, collection building, research support – but on the impact we make on research, teaching, and learning in our institutions. 



Impact 

◉  Library as classroom 
◉  Collections 
◉  Partnerships 
◉  Context 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I will talk today about these aspects of academic libraries offering a few examples in the areas of libraries as classroom, collections, partnerships, and context. At the center of all these areas of impact is the user. Everything I talk about today will be about how we orient the future of the academic library to the user.



“ 

“I wanted to pursue things, to know things, but I 
could not match the means of knowing that 
came naturally to me with the expectations of 
professors. The pursuit of knowing was freedom 
to me, the right to declare your own curiosities 
and follow them through all manner of books. I 
was made for the library, not the classroom. ” 
           - Ta-Nehisi Coates, Between the World and Me 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I recently read read Between the World and Me by Ta-Nehisi Coates and I feel there is no better way to describe the impact that academic libraries have on learning at a university. QUOTE. This in no way denigrates the important work of classroom teaching and learning, but elevates the role of the library as an equal partner in the role of facilitating deep, curiosity-driven learning. In thinking about how libraries impact learning, this sense of library as a space of great learning is a powerful way to frame our understanding of libraries as an extension of the classroom.



Library as 
Classroom 1 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So what does it mean for the library to be a place of deep learning. In a moment, I will talk about the important role of collections in this process, but I also want to focus on what it means to spaces and services when we think of the library as an extension of the classroom. 



“ 

“The great strength to this approach to 
public history is its desire for a “shared 
authority” or a dialogic history that gives 
power to communities to define their own 
collective pasts [and by extension their 
places] .” 
         - Dolores Hayden The Power of Place 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
My academic background is in art and architectural history. When thinking about principles for space, I often return to a book written over 20 years ago by urban historian Dolores Hayden -  The Power of Place. In this book Hayden argues that places are defined by community.  She argues that the construction of public history is a process of making the invisible visible, and of teaching historians, artists, and planners to work together with the people and communities who occupy places. Hayden also argues for a more inclusive understanding our places and their pasts, focusing on the perspectives of women and African Americans. QUOTE The lesson for me and for library space planning in this influential book is that communities do and should define their spaces. We have seen the power of this approach in libraries through the work of Susan Gibbons and Nancy Fried Foster at the University of Rochester. We should ask those who use our spaces how they want them to be defined rather than defining the spaces for them.



Space Principles 

◉  Consult community of users  
◉  Facilitate conversations & communities 
◉  Passive to active space 
◉  Student success 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In thinking about space, first and foremost we need to involve our community of users. Ethnographic studies, focus groups, observational studies, and other assessment methods can help us understand how spaces are really used. I started in a job at Yale University right after the renovation of a major library and the students immediately reconfigured the spaces. Sometimes we cannot predict what students and faculty will want to do with our spaces, but taking a user-centric focus is extremely important in helping us predict to the best of our ability. Additionally, building flexible spaces enable us to alter spaces to user needs over time.These spaces changes also signal a move from more passive spaces to active spaces. In essence as more books are moving offsite, spaces that formerly housed collections or collections processing, are now routinely being turned over to user space. We see this happening across the Columbia libraries�Finally, as we focus more and more on supporting and measuring research excellence and student success, library spaces are critical to enabling students to get done what they need to to succeed. This means building spaces for a multitude of purposes, quiet study, collaboration, rigorous work, and social spaces to encourage relationship building.



“ 

“The library has been a place that facilitates 
conversations, though often implicitly. 
Facilitation not only enriches conversations with 
diverse and deep information, it also serves as 
a memory keeper, documenting agreements 
and outcomes to facilitate future conversations.” 
    - David Lankes, Participatory Networks, The Library as Conversation 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To frame the this idea of library as classroom, the work for David Lankes, Director of the University of S Carolina Library program, is helpful. About a decade ago he posited the idea of Libraries as conversation. This notion of libraries facilitating conversations has manifested in different use of library spaces. For instance, the growth of cafes in libraries, group study, informal spaces for dialog, and even classrooms for seminars and teaching centers. This use of library space for dialog can also be interpreted as a use of academic library space to foster learning in new ways. While in the past, the library had a high degree of focus on individual learning with library materials, there is an acknowledgment in the the kinds of spaces that users are asking for that learning happens in a more expansive way and that the library has a role in facilitating conversation and communities.�The concept of learning through conversations is illustrated in libraries in large scale initiatives like information literacy/research education and teaching critical thinking skills, and in the smaller events such as facilitated conversations, research consultations, and speaker series. Library activities such as building collections of artifacts (the tangible products of conversation) inform scholars’ research through a formal conversation process where ideas are supported with evidence and methods. This is how libraries have traditionally facilitated and preserved conversations.



Want big impact? 
Use big image. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I want to offer once such example of these learning principles in action in the Studio@Butler. This space was built in the Columbia libraries  2013, in collaboration, financial and intellectual, with the Graduate Teaching Center, faculty, and the library. This was built as a space where students, faculty, librarians and technologists get together in structured and unstructured ways to nurture a culture of exploration and interdisciplinary collaboration. The studio, though a physical space, is all about program. The space is co-owned and co-programed by faculty and used for digital labs attached to traditional courses, for R and Python workshops, openLabs for co-working, and talk shops – talks that also include hands on experiential components. The studio@butler is a BYOT (Bring Your Own Technology) space for users to explore emergent technologies and emergent forms of collaboration. Key to this space and the program is the shared ownership of the space. There are many on campus invested in the success of the space and concept. 



“ 

“While roughly eight in ten library directors 
agreed that librarians at their institutions 
contribute significantly to student learning 
in a variety of ways, only about half of 
faculty members from the Ithaka S+R 
Faculty Survey 2015 recognized these 
contributions.” 
                 - Ithaka US Library Survey 2016 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
An opportunity in this disconnect? I would argue this is unexplored territory and a real opportunity for outreach and communication with faculty.



Collections 2 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You cannot talk about the impact libraries have on teaching, research, and learning without talking about collections. The collections are the backbone of teaching, research, and learning activities. Whether collections are the start of a conversation with faculty and students or the enviable end point, the content libraries collect and preserve enable excellence in teaching, research, and learning.



“ 

“The facilitated collection is…a coordinated 
mix of local, external and collaborative 
services assembled around user needs. 
This aims to meet research and learning 
needs in the best ways available…” 
                     - Lorcan Dempsey, blog post 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Much of my thinking recently about collections vis-à-vis teaching and learning comes from the Hazen Symposium held at Harvard in October. I have followed Lorcan Dempsey’s blog for sometime and it was a pleasure to hear him speak at the symposium about his ideas on collections. This quote comes from The Facilitated Collection blog post -  In the post and in his symposium talk he enumerated the ways in which collections have become a service. While I strongly value the building of collections, especially in an ARL library, I find it very compelling to frame that work in services as pointed out here in this quote stating that collections should be “assembled around user needs.” Or as Roger Schonfeld characterizes this in Organizing the Work of the Library, as libraries become less collection focused and more user focused, libraries can better align with and even lead changes in research, teaching, and learning practices on campus.



Collections Principles 

◉  Collections as service 
◉  Integration into curriculum 
◉  New collections, new communities 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Placing the user at the center of the library enterprise enables us to frame collections around the following principles – collections as service, collection integration into the curriculum and pedagogy, and the notion that new collections, particularly in special or distinctive areas, enable the building of new communities. I want to offer a few examples of these principles in practice.



Want big impact? 
Use big image. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Starting with Collections as Service, I will share a project and library partnership with a Columbia historian, Professor Matt Connelly. In 2013, Professor Connelly asked the Humanities & History team to purchase a data set from U.S. National Archives. Professor Connelly was developing a course with a professor in English called “Hacking the Archive” and this data set was to become part of a pedagogical project called the “Declassification Engine.” This was the first Digital Humanities course taught at Columbia and the humanities librarians worked with the national archives and Gale Cengage to add more data to this developing archive - what is now the Freedom of Information Archive. Additionally, Bob attended and participated in each of the class sessions.  This partnership with Professor Connelly models the kinds of services that began with a collection request  - acquiring collections for research and teaching, course support, and an ongoing conversation with faculty about digital scholarship tools and methods. �Subsequent to this first engagement with Professor Connelly, the project grew in scope and the university began supporting it financially. This furthered my interest in the project as it enabled the libraries to partner with a project that was closely aligned with the university goals and mission. We happen to have a Provost and President who care deeply about the freedom of information act and first amendment rights. Finally, the content of the archive also aligns with traditional collecting goals within the library - we have always had a government documents/information librarian and are a federal depository for government information. This project has an obvious public and was a way for the library to address the  important issues of how we create an informed citizenry and a government we can hold accountable. 



Want big impact? 
Use big image. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
An example of collection integration in the comes from my time at Yale. I already briefly described the Collaborative Learning Center where teams of librarians, archivists, instructional technologists, and curriculum specialists worked with faculty to rethink their course assignments. This was a course was on public intellectuals and the instructor wanted the students to engage in a different kind of course assignment than a lengthy research paper. You will have to forgive the 2009 web design, which feels rather dated now. But the underlying pedagogical approach is still an effective one. In this course, students assumed the role of curator and were tasked with creating this online exhibition using materials from Yale’s Manuscripts & Archives collection. The idea was the students needed to consult the archive, choose items, and contextualize those items both within the course and within the online exhibit. This was a deep engagement with the archival collections, which included several in class sessions with an archivists and curators. The goal of these sessions was to introduce students to the course assignment and to the potential collections from which they could choose objects. The session with the curator began by defining a thesis for an exhibit, the concepts of inclusion and exclusion involved in object selection, and the need to create a narrative thread through the exhibition text. He then walked students through the design of an exhibit, modeling the curatorial process. This partnership with faculty and librarians around course goals is a high touch, but high impact model of engagement and one that can be extensible in other library contexts.



Want big impact? 
Use big image. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Another collection example is based on the notion that collections build community. In this instance, this new collection, Latino Arts and Activism, built in partnership between the Columbia Rare Book & Manuscript Library and a faculty member at Columbia from the Center for Race and Ethnicity, Frances Negron. The collection contains six archives, built over the last five years of Latino artists and activists. The collection began, in part, because we had a faculty member with connections in the Latino community in New York. It was also built with the desire to more fully engage with the community in which Columbia is located. The ability to create programming around this collection has brought new communities into the library and has educated library staff about issues of race, history, and the community in which we live and work. At at time when the Columbia libraries is committed to diversity and inclusion, this collection, among others,  invites new perspectives on our city and world.



Partnerships/Staff 3 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I am going to shift now to staff, the area of librarianship that I have been doing the most thinking about in the last five years. I think staff is critical to achieving a vision and advancing research excellence and student success in teaching, research, and learning



“ 

“An emerging theme in the development of 
the liaison model is to shift the focus away 
from the work of librarians to that of 
scholars and to develop engagement 
strategies based on their needs and 
success indicators.” 
    - Anne Kenney 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For guiding principles in the area of staff and partnerships, I find Cornell University Librarian, Anne Kenney’s work on liaison librarians extremely helpful. “An emerging theme in the development of the liaison model is to shift the focus away from the work of librarians to that of scholars and to develop engagement strategies based on their needs and success indicators.’  This thinking also relates to Lorcan Dempsey’s notion of the shift in libraries from thinking about the user in the life of the library to thinking about the library in the life of the user. The former model involves thinking in terms of our collections, our spaces. The latter involves thinking more clearly about the communities we serve and their changing needs. 



Staff Principles 

◉  Transition from service to partnership 
◉  New areas of engagement 
◉  Align with TLR at institution 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I have already talked a bit about this concept, but I think it is important to focus on how we frame the work done in support of teaching, learning, and research as work that is done in partnership rather than in service to faculty and students. Additionally, there are new areas of engagement and thus new conversations to have with faculty and students. I would include Scholarly Communication efforts, Digital Scholarship, Data Management, and new approaches to user experience and research in these new opportunities. These areas not only provide outreach objectives but also new ways to create and shape staff positions and metrics for measuring success.Finally, when talking about partnerships in teaching, research, and learning, this is a moment to actively and deeply align with other campus entities working in support of research excellence and student success. Places such as Centers for Teaching and Learning, the Office of Research, Committees on Instruction, Directors of Undergraduate and Graduate study etc, are all vital and often willing collaborators. Alignment with these offices and administrator’s goals ensures that the library is in a position to help solve some of the university’s biggest challenges.



Want big impact? 
Use big image. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the area of staffing, I want to share a training project I have worked on for the last several years. When I joined Columbia as the Director of the Humanities & History Libraries five years ago, I was asked to advance digital scholarship on campus. To ensure the Libraries were an integral part of digital humanities and scholarship at Columbia, I transformed the library support model from one of service to one of partnerships as outlined in the last slide. To achieve this evolution, I hired new staff and over a three-year period, designed and coordinated a training program for existing staff called the Developing Librarian Project. This program helps librarians both understand the research process and participate in this process in a substantive way. The work was team-based, and we documented our project on a Wordpress blog to share the tools and methods we were learning. The Developing Librarian project was based on the assumption that learning must happen in context. All members of the team learned technology and relationship-building skills, and participated in the scholarly work of producing the Digital History of Morningside Heights, https://mhdh.library.columbia.edu/. Assessment was integral to the project and was mapped to the learning objectives of the training program. This project has served as a model for other colleges and universities and has helped change not only the service culture in the Columbia Libraries, but the technology culture as well. Several significant faculty partnerships and grant opportunities emerged during and subsequent to this project. Over the course of this project, librarians’ skills and confidence grew in working with faculty in more deeply engaged ways.We have been able to extend this staffing model in support of digital scholarship by also collaborating with the Graduate School of Arts & Sciences to fund six graduate students to collaborate with librarians and technologists in support of digital scholarship on the Columbia University campus. Students with a keen interest in digital scholarship are recruited through a competitive process and receive a stipend, as well as hands-on experience working with emerging digital practices within the library. This internship, much like the Pforzheimer fellows, works with the notion of the library as classroom. Libraries can play a crucial role in the need for more expansive training for graduate students in new tools and methods across the disciplines relating to digital scholarship and emerging research methods.



Want big impact? 
Use big image. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One such example of staff engagement with faculty that illustrates the principles of partnership, new forms of engagement, and alignment with institutional goals is a project with Columbia history professor Adam Kosto. In 2012, Prof Kosto received a Digging into Data grant to support a project called ChartEx. ChartEx is a digital project that utilizes medieval charters from the 12th to the 16th century to explore social networks. The project, begun in partnership with several universities, faculty, and librarians including Digital Humanities Librarian Bob Scott, benefitted from the early funding from this grant and from collections digitized in the Columbia Libraries Digital Humanities Center. However, as these projects often go, the funding ran out and the project languished for several years. In 2016, the Columbia library worked with Prof Kosto to write a successful CLIR postdoc application to hire a newly minted Columbia PhD student to work on ChartEx for two years. The student not only has advanced work on this project, but has also added capacity to the Digital Humanities Center, the Humanities & History team, and the Columbia History department. This is an example of the libraries aligning with campus needs while also forming a deep partnership on a project with a faculty member.



Want big impact? 
Use big image. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I want to briefly talk about some work I have been doing in collaboration with the Association of Research Libraries and colleagues at Cornell and the University of Toronto. Through the Developing Librarian project and thinking about organizational change in the Columbia libraries, I have focused on the evolving role of library liaisons. In 2015, ARL, Columbia, Cornell, and the University of Toronto partnered to create a pilot library liaison institute to bring together a critical mass of liaison librarians to explore future models for structuring liaison work and to discuss ways to measure the impact of liaison work on fulfilling the mission of the university. The Library Liaison Institute, held at Cornell University, has provided baseline data and recommendations for other institutions. This work resulted in a final report and subsequent  institutes across the country and online sessions on how to extend the liaison model and measure success in this area. We have characterized this a liaison moment because much of what I have talked about today involves taking a user centric and relationship development approach to supporting reaching, learning, and research. Liaisons have long been the relationship keepers in our libraries and expanding our notion of what I means to be a liaison into new areas of work and new metric of success is important.



Context 4 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I want to say a few words about about context when thinking about the impact of academic libraries on teaching, research, and learning.



“ 

“Since 2013…notable declines in the share 
of respondents [library directors] who agree 
that they and their supervisor [Provost or 
Dean] share the same vision for the 
library…an indication of the perceived 
division between library leadership and 
leadership elsewhere in the institution.” 
                - Ithaka US Library Survey 2016 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I will return one more time to the Ithaka survey of library directors because this finding highlights the importance of libraries understanding the broader institutional context in which they are working as well as the importance of alignment. QUOTE. The take away here is that there is increasingly a disconnect between what university administrators think a library does and what library directors think libraries should be doing. We see this at institutions where library acquisition budgets are reduced because administrators think that everything is online. The silver lining in this study is that when a university library has done strategic planning, they were more apt to be in alignment with their institution. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
I point to the work that Columbia University Libraries has done in the last year with faculty, students, and staff has participated in to align the libraries activities with the strategic aims of the university. The product of this work sets a course for the libraries and highlights aspirations, the process enabled the library to educate faculty, students, and administrators about what the library does. This was clear to me when asked in one meeting by a faculty member if it was a burden for her to continue to send students to the library for consultations because it was a distraction from the librarian’s work, it was a moment to say that research consultations are the librarians work and something we consider a highly effective way to support student research.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
When a library is aligned with an institution, it can be a part of the solution to some of the most pressing issues on campus. One such example is how the Columbia libraries has contributed to student wellness and mental health as acknowledged in this Columbia Spectator article. With the atmosphere on campus this year, one could argue that there is no better way to support student success in this current context than to help with student wellness and mental health.



Closing 

◉  Alignment with larger institutional context 
◉  Commitment to values as well as objectives 
◉  Users in the life of the library 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I am looking forward to a conversation so I want to conclude now but will leave you with a few thoughts. First, I believe strongly that libraries must align with the larger institutional context in which they operate. Success in libraries can be measured in part, if the Provost or President sees the library as a place helping to solve the biggest problems the campus faces. Success is no longer about the library looking good and by extension librarians looking good, but success is when the library a part of collective problem solving at the university level. A commitment to values as well as strategic priorities and objectives is also something I hope came across as I spoke today. For instance, as we think about the library as classroom, collections, partnerships, and context in support of teaching, research, and learning we also need to think deeply about what it means to be a diverse and inclusive library – one that creates a diverse staff and a welcoming environment for all on campus and beyond. Finally, success in teaching, research, and learning calls us to change habits of mind. Rather than approaching our work with the question of “what does the library do in support of users” we should rather ask “what do users need and and how can the library meet those needs.” The difference may appear subtle, but starting first with user needs and challenges can go a long way to creating services and partnerships that make a bigger impact.Thank you all for your time today and I look forward to your thoughts and questions.



Any questions? 
 
You can find me at 
◉ @wilderbach 
◉ brockenbach@columbia.edu 

Thanks 



Public Scholarship 

Humanities CORE 
NEH funded 
collaboration with 
MLA to create a 
humanities 
repository to extend 
the notion   

Sapiens 
Wenner-Gren 
Foundation online 
publication to 
expand audience 
beyond the academy 
to anthropology  

International 
Festival of Arts & 
Ideas 
Archives going to 
Yale University in 
support of the public 
humanities program 
and public 
scholarship 
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